Magic 7 Prophecy: Malaysian Plane Crash!
This past week saw quite a few very significant, and in one case very
tragic, events most of them involving relationship between the United
States and Russia. As you know, I have been on YouTube almost six
years now and I predicted way back in 2008 that the last King of the
South, Barack Obama, would provoke the last King of the North,
Vladimir Putin, into World War III and that prophecy is found in Daniel,
chapter 11, verse 40, and ever since Obama's election, there is no
doubt he has been provoking Russia. That part of the prophecy has
already been fulfilled.
And now this week, it seems to have culminated with the shooting
down of that Malaysian Airliner, Flight MH17. But, on this program, I
want to talk about what I consider an amazing prophecy about the
shooting down of that plane. And that prophecy was given by Christine
Lagarde, the head of the IMF, in a speech she gave at the National
Press Club way back on January the 15th and she talked about the
‘magic number 7.’ Those are her words and as you know, the number
7 was associated very much with this shooting down of the Malaysian
Airliner. First of all, it was flight number MH17. It involved a Boeing 777
and it occurred on July 17th, in other words, 7/17. So let’s listen to the
very first part of this speech and then we'll go through what she means
when she talks about the ‘magic number 7’.
Christine Lagarde: ‘I think it's
also appropriate to wish
ourselves a Happy New Year
given what I would like to talk
to you about which has to do
with the global economy and
what we should expect for
2014. Now, I'm going to test
your numerology skills by
asking you to think about the
magic 7, okay?’ I’m not sure
how magical the number 7 is. I know it's very important to Almighty
God. That's why there are 7 days in a week. That's why there are 7
Sacraments and 7 Deadly Sins. And, in End Times Bible prophecy, we
find that there are 7 Bowl Judgments, 7 Seal Judgments and 7
Trumpet Judgments, and as I will explain later on in this program, 777
also refers to Russia in the book of Revelation.
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And now, let's listen to Christine Lagarde explain that the year 2014 is
also a magical number 7: ‘So, if we think about 2014, alright, I'm
just giving you 2014, you drop the 0, 14, two times 7. That's just
by way of example and we going to carry on. So 2014 will be a
milestone and hopefully a magic year in many respects.’ So now,
the question: Is one of those magical milestones which Christine
Lagarde is prophesying about, the shooting down of that Malaysian
Airliner?
And next she talks about the anniversary dates of 4 very important
historical events which will occur in this year of 2014: ‘It will mark the
100th Anniversary of the first World War back in 1914. It will mark
the 70th Anniversary, 70th Anniversary-drop the zero- 7, of the
Bretton Woods Conference that actually gave birth to the IMF, and
it will be the 25th Anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, 25th. It
will also mark the 7th Anniversary of the financial market jitters
that quickly turned into the greatest global economic calamity
since the Great Depression.’
These 4 events that Christine Lagarde referred to are very significant
because most of them occurred in July. Is she prophesying back in
January about this downing of a Malaysian Airliner on July 17th? The
first event she talked about was World War I. The 100th Anniversary
will be July the 28th. She talked about the Bretton Woods Conference.
That occurred 70 years ago between July 1st and July 22nd. She
spoke about the recession of 2007. Most economists will tell you that
heated up during the summer of that year. The only event that did not
occur in July was the fall of the Berlin Wall and that occurred on
November 9th, twenty-five years ago. By the way, notice 25 years, 2
plus 5 equals 7. Do you suppose that Christine Lagarde is also
prophesying a major world shattering event for November the 9th? In
other words, 9/11?
But where did this prophecy come from? Does it come from the
Illuminati? That would indicate this downing of a Malaysian Airliner was
a false flag event; or did this prophecy come from Almighty God? After
all, the name Christine is derived from Christus meaning Christ. One
thing for sure, it did not come from Christine herself because she
started out at the very beginning of this speech to say and to
emphasize she is just following orders. ‘Thank you so much. Merci
beaucoup. As you can tell, I do as I'm told.’ So now, you might ask:
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What is the tie-in between this amazing prophecy about the downing of
the Malaysian Airplane and an economic conference? And the reason
is because just before this tragedy, there were two very significant
economic events. First of all, Vladimir Putin attended that BRICS
Conference in Brazil where Brazil, Russia, India, and China are
attempting to forge an alternative to the IMF. And secondly, President
Barack Obama imposed additional economic sanctions on Russia.
I mentioned earlier that Russia can be found in the book of Revelation
in a passage that has three 7s and I'm talking about chapter 17, verse
number 9: ‘And here is the mind has wisdom. The 7 heads are 7
mountains, upon which the woman sits and they are 7 kings.’
False prophets try to tell you that this is referring to the location of the
Whore of Babylon and that is false. This is about the location and other
characteristics of the Scarlet Beast, and the Scarlet Beast in the End
Times refers to International Communism. It is ‘the beast that was, is
not, and goes to destruction.’ The ‘beast that was’ refers to
Communism, ‘is not’ refers to the fall of the Berlin Wall and the socalled collapse of the Soviet Union, and ‘goes to destruction’ refers
to the 7th beast after it becomes the 8th and final beast. That is the
One World Communist Tyranny and it will be destroyed by Jesus
Christ Himself at the battle of Armageddon.
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